
 

Certification Programs 
One Illuminated is founded on the principle that we are all divine aspects of source energy, and 
as such, we are all one. As sovereign beings, each member of our human collective has a divine 
spark within that can contribute to the collective good, we refer to this as the soul signature. 
Our programs activate that unique signature and prepare students to share their gifts with their 
intended audience. 

We have designed a rigorous certification process to support and cultivate a collective of high 
integrity, high caliber, subtle energy readers, healers, guided journey facilitators, and teachers. 
Humanity is in great need of rising to higher consciousness, and our goal is to support those who 
have come into this timeline to serve in harmonic resonance with up-leveling the collective 
consciousness, whether one reading or healing at a time or through group teaching. 

Program Purpose: To provide subtle energy practitioners and those wishing to pursue this path 
with the support, individualized guidance, and resources they need to access and anchor their 
light into the world and spark the divine in others.  

Students receive a solid foundation and advanced pathways to hone their intuitive aptitude 
while also being supported in understanding their soul’s intentions for how to best serve. 
Students are also provided with individualized support as they design their professional path - 
whether that is becoming a practitioner, modifying an existing practice, or finding ways to 
integrate their skills in the corporate world. This program is also suitable for those called to this 
work for family or community purposes rather than professional pathways.  

We admit candidates who not only desire to respond to humanity’s call for psychic and healing 
services but who are equally desirous and committed to understanding the many sources of non-
physical consciousness that are accessible through psychic channels knowing that this will 
enable them to serve with integrity. The OI program illuminates the multi-faceted aspects of 
being a soulful human while providing tools to access ones’ unique soul signature and service 
roadmap.  

Our psychic certification and specialty endorsements offer our students pathways and tools 
that strengthen understanding of, and build relationships with, non-physical consciousness in 
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order to support day to day practices aligned with their specific soul signature. The program 
design helps students find their most accessible pathways to spirit and higher self while also 
requiring consistent application of materials learned, which improves skill and builds confidence.  

We keep intuitive development class and workshop sizes small to ensure we can provide 
guidance specific to each participant, ensuring individualized attention and higher-level 
guidance. Our program offers a foundation for venturing into the non-physical realms safely and 
with reverence. We prepare students to become exceptional professional practitioners with a 
rigorous curriculum designed to access their strengths, as well as find and fill gaps in their 
understanding of how to work with the subtle energy fields and their own higher consciousness. 
Please see course descriptions for specifics. 

Readers trained by OI who have gone into practice are 5-star review readers, as is One 
Illuminated’s founder. Certification provides future clients with a knowing that as a practitioner, 
you have been vetted by a program with a solid foundation, stellar reputation, and trusted 
leader. It also provides client referrals and the potential to work directly for One Illuminated. 

Our harmonic facilitator certification offers students an exploration of the divine architecture 
of their being. The program fosters an understanding of soul purpose and provides tools based 
on sacred geometry for aligning individual plans with the soul's intended roadmap. This program 
prepares individuals to connect with their higher self and helpful allies in the non-physical to 
fulfill life path plans, whether those plans originate from the soul signature or the free will of the 
human consciousness. It also prepares students to facilitate guided journeys and to coach 
others on how to access and activate tools held in the soul signature. 

Our vision for this decade is to expand our ability to support a growing need for high integrity, 
stellar quality, subtle energy practitioners, and teachers. Simultaneously, to build an 
organization that values said practitioners such that they are afforded the same privileges as 
those who work in mainstream fields - employment stability, proper training, ongoing mentoring, 
community, and health care benefits. We hope you will join us in realizing this vision. 

Program Requirements  

Psychic Certification: 
❖ Completed and approved application. 
❖ Completion of Intuitive Development Level I (Foundations), Level II (Deepening Connection to 

the Non-Physical Realms), and Advanced. 
❖ Mid-Program Self-Assessment, Interview & Coaching Session. 
❖ Completion of additional Advanced Practitioner Special Topics courses (or demonstrated 

proficiency with the following): 
❖ Ethics for Practitioners 
❖ The Art of Inquiry 
❖ Understanding the Dark/Light continuum 
❖ Navigating the “Dark Night of the Soul” 
❖ Spirit Babies 
❖ Alternate Lives (Past, Parallel, Future) 
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❖ Space Clearing or Working with Grid 
❖ Client Management & Building a Successful Practice 

✦ Students who completed the Advanced Series before 2017 must also attend 
advanced ID classes or private coaching on RoadMaps and Brain Scans. 

❖ Completion of Harmonic Integration of Higher Frequency. 
❖ Three 30-minute (or longer) client readings with completed One Illuminated client feedback 

form. 
❖ Three 1-hour client readings observed by Reese/Charles or Designee. 
❖ Final Self-Assessment, Interview & Verbal Exam.  
Certified Psychic Practitioners will be able to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of 
receiving and delivering psychic information accurately, confidently, and in service to the 
highest and best interest of their clients in alignment with the good of all. They will have an 
understanding of who or where psychic information is coming from and hold reverence for all 
beings they work with, whether client or non-physical consciousness. Additionally, Psychic 
Practitioners will possess an evident aptitude for maintaining the health and well-being of their 
energy system, and a genuine commitment to providing high integrity subtle energy services. 

Harmonic Facilitator Certification: 
❖ Completed and approved application. 
❖ Completion of Harmonic Integration of Higher Frequency, Harmonic Architecture, Harmonic 

Anatomy, Harmonic Geometry,  
❖ Completion of The Art of Harmonic Journey Design & Facilitation weekend workshop. 
❖ Mid-Program Self-Assessment, Interview & Coaching Session. 
❖ Completion of additional Advanced Practitioner Special Topics courses (or demonstrated 

proficiency with the following): 
❖ Ethics for Practitioners 
❖ The Art of Inquiry 
❖ Understanding the Dark/Light continuum 
❖ Navigating the “Dark Night of the Soul” 
❖ Alternate Lives (Past, Parallel, Future) 
❖ Working with Grids 
❖ Client Management & Building a Successful Practice 
❖ Three 1-hour client or group Harmonics Journeys (with completed One Illuminated client 

feedback form). 
❖ Three 1-hour client or group Harmonic Journeys observed by Reese/Council or Designee. 
❖ Final Self-Assessment, Interview & Verbal Exam.  
Certified Harmonics Facilitators will be able to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of 
receiving and sharing information through the harmonics journey process as well as the journey 
design process. They will possess knowledge of what non-physical beings they are working with, 
have a clear aptitude for maintaining the health and well-being of their energy system, and a 
solid commitment to providing high integrity guided journey services. 
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Endorsement Requirements 

Mediumship: 
Requires completion of Psychic Certification program requirements plus: 
❖ Completion of Mediumship weekend workshop. 
❖ Three 1-hour observed mediumship client readings unless completed during Psychic 

Certification. 
❖ One observed field trip (location to mutually agreed upon) to demonstrate ability to assist 

with crossing over of an earth-bound spirit. 
❖ Final interview / verbal exam.  
Endorsed candidates demonstrate a clear aptitude for psychometry, and for connecting with 
the departed realm, they show a deep commitment to respecting boundaries of departed souls 
as well as their clients. Additionally, OI mediums commit to supporting the crossing over of 
earthbound spirits who respectfully seek their assistance, and they foster solid partnerships with 
those non-physical beings who hold space for their mediumship services. 

Subtle Energy Healer: 
Requires completion of Psychic Certification program requirements plus: 
❖ Completion of Subtle Energy Healer weekend workshop. 
❖ Completion of Harmonic Anatomy. 
❖ Three 1-hour healing sessions (with completed One Illuminated client feedback form). 
❖ Three observed healing sessions (may substitute observed participation in a Healers’ Circle). 
❖ Final interview / verbal exam.  
Endorsed candidates demonstrate a clear aptitude for working with the subtle energy bodies, 
have a deep commitment to respecting human anatomy and its relationship with the human 
spirit. Practitioners provide their clients with actionable follow-up and understand that the client 
must actively participate in their healing process to sustain any subtle energy healing effects. OI 
healers also foster solid partnerships with the non-physical healers who assist in their work. 

One Illuminated Teacher: 
❖ Completed and approved One Illuminated Teacher Application. 
❖ Completion of Psychic or Harmonics Certification. 
❖ Completion of the Teacher weekend workshop. 
❖ For those with Psychic Certification Only: Completion of one Harmonics Course in addition to 

Harmonic Integration (Architecture, Anatomy, Geometry, or any new Harmonics courses that 
may be offered at time of endorsement. 

❖ Co-teach a class or offer an observed workshop: ID Level I, Harmonic Integration, or a 
Workshop. Must be in line with long-term teaching goals. 

❖ Co-teach one class to assist with a guided journey process. Choose from: Class One of any 
Harmonics Series, ID Level I Class two, or any ID Level II class. You will need to demonstrate 
the ability to enhance a student's journey process. 

❖ Demonstrated ability to “read the reader” and offer constructive feedback. 
❖ Present a written course or workshop outline with program purpose for review and feedback. 
❖ Final interview / verbal exam. 
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Endorsed candidates will be able to demonstrate an ability to present spirit-led or subtle energy 
based content in a way that informs, uplifts, and holds their students, non-physical teacher 
allies, and self in the highest regard. One Illuminated Teachers will be aligned with the integrity 
of the OI founding principle that we are all one: sovereign aspects of source and powerful co-
creators of collective energy. Our certified teachers will showcase a desire to spark the divine 
within each person who comes to them respectfully and in harmonic resonance. They are willing 
to discern and acknowledge when a student/teacher relationship is not in their best interest or 
the best interest of the student. Our teachers honor their own unique and creative expression 
and celebrate the divine in each student they serve. 

Program Fees: 

Psychic Certification Item Fee

Level I - Foundations (6 - 90 min classes) $555

Level II - Deepening Connection to the 
Non-Physical (8 - 90 min classes)

$740

Advanced (12 - 90 min classes) $1110

Advanced Special Topics (8 - 90 min 
classes) 

8 @$111 =$888 *certain topics may be waived if proficiency 
demonstrated 

**Packages available for discounted rate

Harmonic Integration of Higher Frequency $1111

Observation and Review Fees for Psychic 
Certification, invoice will be sent with 
program acceptance. 

**Fee is non-refundable (whether or not you 
complete or are granted certification).

$750 Includes: application processing/review, plus 7.5 hours 
of in-person with Reese (or other OI Teacher/Certifier) 
for: 90-minute mid-program review/coaching session, 
Three 1-hour observed readings + 30-minutes of 
feedback per reading, and 90-minute final interview.

Total Cost of Psychic Certification: $5154

Harmonic Facilitator Certification

Harmonic Integration of Higher Frequency $1111

Harmonic Architecture $1111

Harmonic Anatomy Workshop $444

Harmonic Geometry $1111

Weekend Workshop: The Art of Harmonic 
Journey Design & Facilitation

$444

Program Fees: 
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Advanced Special Topics (7 - 90 minute 
workshops)

7@$111 = $777 *certain topics may be waived if proficiency 
demonstrated 

**Packages available for discounted rate

Observation and Review Fees for 
Harmonics Certification, invoice will be 
sent with program acceptance. 

**Fee is non-refundable (whether or not you 
complete or are granted certification).

$750 Includes: application processing/review, plus 7.5 hours 
of in-person with Reese (or other OI Teacher/Certifier) 
for: 90-minute mid-program review/coaching session, 
Three 1-hour observed journeys + 30-minutes of 
feedback per reading, and 90-minute final interview.

Total cost of Harmonics Certification $5748

Mediumship Endorsement

Weekend Workshop: Mediumship $444

Reviews/Final Interview $750 This fee will be waived in full for those candidates who 
seek the mediumship endorsement in concert with the 
psychic certification such that the observed readings 
and final reviews can be completed at the same time.

Additional cost for Mediumship 
Endorsement

$444-$1194

Subtle Energy Healer Endorsement

Weekend Workshop: Subtle Energy Healer $444

Weekend Workshop: Harmonic Anatomy $444

Observation/Review $150-$550 This fee will vary based on whether observations are 
completed during healing circles or privately. 
Essentially, it is $100/hr for the reviewers time but if 
observations are during an already planned healer 
circle, there will be no fee for the observation itself, just 
the review.

Additional cost for Subtle Energy 
Healer Endorsement

$1038-$1438

Teacher Endorsement

Weekend Workshop: Spirit-Led Teacher $444

Program Fees: 
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Harmonics $444-$1111

Reviews/Final Interview Fees $0-$300 Those teachers who work for OI going forward or who 
agree to participate in the teacher circle and co-brand 
or market OI services will have the review fees for the 
teacher endorsement waived.

Additional cost for Teacher 
Endorsement

$888-$1855

Program Fees: 
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